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The Brief: GE Assessment Project
We needed some new tests…
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The old ones were looking dated…

…and needed to be brought into the 21st century



Off-the-shelf options didn’t suit…

… so bespoke tests were 
required.



Next steps?





• Produce new Reading and Listening tests for Level 3 and 4 programs
• B1 level, reflecting the newly-revised syllabus
• Summative
• Tests to be completed in class time, once every five weeks
• Each test should take less than an hour to administer
• Macroskills (reading, listening, speaking, writing) to be tested separately (not 

integrated)
• Tests to be administered on paper (for now)

The Brief



Why do we need test specifications?
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Purpose

To ensure that:

• multiple tests can be produced
• multiple item writers can be used
• tests are standardised and therefore reliable 
• tests are modular and flexibly interchangeable so that a bank of assessment materials are 

available and tests can be assembled by selecting components from the bank
• tests are readily comparable with others being used in the institution 
• tests are practical in terms of administration and marking
• tests are valid, reliable, and fair



Views from the literature 

Qualities of useful language tests:
• Reliability
• Validity 
• Authenticity 
• Impact (washback)
• Practicality
• Interactiveness

(Bachman & Palmer, 1996)



Views from the literature

Hughes (2003) advises teachers 
preparing tests to “keep specifications 
constantly in mind” (p. 142) 



Stages of Test Development

(Fulcher, 2010, p.94)
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Test specifications include…..
• Non-technical information for candidates and test 

users
• Information booklet

• Test purpose, test focus, test content, test format, 
sample materials, test scores

• Technical information for test designers and 
researchers
• Test specifications: overall composition of the test
• Test item specifications: test items (questions)
• Test manual: complete information on test including 

statistical and other evidence of test’s validity and 
reliability, and equivalence of test forms



Test specifications include….
• Test-takers
• Purpose
• Contents
• Level
• Stage of course
• Method -

performance 
conditions

• Number of papers/
sections 

• Timing
• Construct 
• Skills tested (macro 

& micro)
• Topics
• Tasks
• Format
• Instructions 
• Input (format of the 

language)

• Expected 
response 

• Scoring
• Validation



Level



Construct: What does reading involve?
• Micro-skills and Macro-skills

• Micro = up to sentence level (letters, morphemes, words, phrases, clauses, 
sentences)

• Word recognition
• Lexical access
• Syntactic parsing
• Establishing propositional meaning (at clause and sentence level)

• Macro = beyond sentence level (paragraphs, whole texts)
• Inferencing
• Building a mental model, integrating new information, enriching the proposition
• Creating a text-level structure

• Bottom-up vs Top-down reading (Khalifa & Weir, 2009)

• Understanding vs Interpretation (Urquhart & Weir, 1998)
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Construct: CEFR Reading Model
• Reading activities (CEFR, 2001, p. 68)

• “reading for general orientation; 
• reading for information, e.g. using reference works; 
• reading and following instructions; 
• reading for pleasure.”

• Reading purposes (CEFR, 2001, p. 68)
• “for gist; 
• for specific information; 
• for detailed understanding; 
• for implications, etc.”

• Reading strategies (CEFR, 2001, p. 72)
• “Planning: Framing (selecting mental set, activating schemata, setting up expectations). 
• Execution: Identifying cues and inferring from them. 
• Evaluation: Hypothesis testing: matching cues to schemata. 
• Repair: Revising hypotheses.”
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Operationalising Constructs

• Constructs are theoretical
• Need to find ways (procedures, operations) to elicit performance of 

the target constructs from the test takers... “how to make the 
construct observable” (Bachman, 1990, p. 43)



Desk research: other test specifications 
APTIS (British Council) BE (ICTE) PET (Cambridge)



ICTE GE Assessment Specifications (Reading)

Level: B1
Timing: 4 parts, 1 hour
Each part contains information about:
• Task
• Sub-skill(s) targeted
• Expected response
• Number of items (for trialling & in the final test)
• Instructions
• Input material: context, discourse purpose, domain, 

discourse type, content knowledge, cultural specificity, 
nature of information, level, topics, genre, length

• Scoring
• Marking
• Example
Still in draft form – may be tweaked based on feedback from 
writers and other users



ICTE GE Assessment Specifications (Reading)

Reading Use of English

Use of English



ICTE GE Assessment Specifications (Listening)

Level: B1
Timing: 30 minutes, 4 parts (listening twice)
Each part contains information about:
• Task
• Sub-skill(s) targeted
• Expected response
• Number of items (for trialling & in the final test)
• Instructions (audio and written)
• Input material: context, discourse purpose, domain, 

discourse type (monologue or dialogue), content 
knowledge, cultural specificity, nature of information, 
level, topics, genre, script length, speech rate

• Scoring
• Marking
• Example
Still in draft form – may be tweaked based on feedback 
from writers and other users



Item Writer Guidelines (Reading): Texts

• Text type – e.g., books, handouts, articles, brochures, 
advertisements, letters, notices, short stories, reviews, webpage etc.  

• Purpose – e.g. transactional, descriptive, expository, argumentative
• Nature of information: abstract or concrete
• Graphic features – e.g., tables, charts, maps, illustrations
• Topic
• Style – formality
• Intended readership
• Length
• Range of grammar and vocabulary
• Authenticity



Text Selection: Considerations

• Consider learner level and purpose: for lower-level general 
English students we need to look at the range of language forms 
candidates can be expected to handle. Does the text contain too 
many unknown lexical items? (Weir, 1993) 

• Find appropriate texts, i.e. texts that will match the specifications 
and will yield suitable items” (Alderson, Clapham, and Wall, 1995) 



Tools

Automated text analysis tools which can measure readability 
(vocabulary and syntax)  for text selection and adaptation

https://textinspector.com/ http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/staticfiles/about.html

https://textinspector.com/
http://vocabulary.englishprofile.org/staticfiles/about.html


With a road network often compared to a bowl of 

spaghetti, Sydney can be hard to navigate. If you want to 

see all the sites without a car, you’ll need to use Sydney’s 

public transport. The first thing you need to do is get 

an Opal card. You can use these on any train, bus, ferry or 

the light rail service across the network. They are 

available to purchase and top up at stations, convenience 

stores and the airport. For an ultra-convenient trip, you 

can go contactless with your bank card or mobile phone. 

While paper timetables are available, the Sydney 

Transport Info site is the best way to help you plan your 

trip, even if it involves changing modes of public transport. 

Use the site to calculate the best way to get from A to B 

when travelling to or around Sydney. It also provides fare 

information.



Analysis (free)

With a road network often compared to a bowl of 
spaghetti, Sydney can be hard to navigate. If you 
want to see all the sites without a car, you’ll need to 
use Sydney’s public transport. The first thing you 
need to do is get an Opal card. You can use these 
on any train, bus, ferry or the light rail service across 
the network. They are available to purchase and top 
up at stations, convenience stores and the airport. 
For an ultra-convenient trip, you can go contactless 
with your bank card or mobile phone. While paper 
timetables are available, the Sydney Transport 
Info site is the best way to help you plan your trip, 
even if it involves changing modes of public 
transport. Use the site to calculate the best way to 
get from A to B when travelling to or around Sydney. 
It also provides fare information.

https://textinspector.com/

https://textinspector.com/


Analysis (paid)

https://textinspector.com/

https://textinspector.com/


Item Writer Guidelines: Tasks

• Response format: objective or productive
• Short answer – closed/open ended
• Gap filling
• Matching
• Ordering
• Editing
• T/F
• Multiple choice questions (MCQ)

• Task prompts
• Other task conditions



Item Writer Guidelines: Items
• Instructions for Item Writers

• Multiple choice questions
• Stem types
• All response alternatives should be plausible
• All response alternatives should be related to the text
• No response alternative should stand out

• General advice
• No external knowledge – make sure test takers have to read the text
• Presentation order – match with the sequence of the text
• Make the items independent of each other; do not make a correct response on 

one item depend on another item being responded to correctly. Eg:
• Question 1  - Who went to the museum yesterday?
• Question 2 – What did he/she do at the museum?

• Check the English of text and items – grammatically correct, natural and 
acceptable.

• Level of language should not be higher than the text
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Writing the items

Details
• The Koala Experience is held 

daily from Monday to Friday at 
9:30am, 11:00am and 1:45pm. 
There is an additional 3:30pm 
timeslot on Saturday and 
Sunday. Please select your 
preferred time slot upon 
booking. 

Read the web page below about an activity 
(called the Koala Experience) that visitors can 
take part in at a zoo. Then, look at the 
following sentences and mark each sentence 
‘T’ if it is correct according to the text or ‘F’ if it 
is incorrect according to the text.

2 
There are fewer Koala Experience sessions 
on weekdays than on the weekends.



Writing the items

Imagine a job interview where you are 
expected to become a famous artist for the 
day. Impossible, right? Well, that’s exactly what 
happens at the online retail company, Summit. 
Here the candidate paints a picture in their 
interview, and then the existing staff decide if 
they get the job, not just the boss. CEO Hedley 
Aylott says they have done it like this for 
around five years now. ‘I was looking for 
something that was fun and creative and 
brought together candidates and staff,’ he 
says. It works like this. Each candidate takes 
turns standing up in front of an audience (made 
up of Summit staff) and tries to sell something. 
They have to paint a picture while they talk. 
Once the painting is complete, the staff give 
feedback and decide whether the candidate 
gets the job. ‘I believe staff should help to 
choose who joins the company,’ Aylott says, 
‘and who their future manager should be.’ This 
personal approach to choosing new employees 
helps with team-building.

Read the article about job interviews below. 
Then, choose the best answer, A, B, or C.
During the interview process at Summit, 
candidates have to
A work together on a task.
B give a presentation.
C describe their ideal boss.



Fill in each of the numbered blanks in the following passage. Use only ONE
word in each space. 

Circus acrobat

I work (0) as a circus acrobat; that is, I perform gymnastic tricks in circus shows. 
The first time that I saw acrobats was (1) …….. a circus came to my town. I 
(2)…….. never seen anyone do acrobatics before and was really impressed. I 
went straight home and tried to teach (3) ……… how to do some of the tricks, 
and it wasn’t very (4) …….. before I persuaded my parents to send me to 
gymnastics lessons.

Writing the items
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